
RUN 2230 CHASTITY AND CAPTAIN BLIGH .......PUTT  PUTT  AROUND TERRY HILLS 

      Monday night at the Paradise Golf Centre ......the car park was full and so were the 
buckets of balls because we were here to run our balls off.... not to hit little white ones. 
      The two young Hares CAPTAIN BLIGH and CHASTITY set a great run in familiar 
territory with a different theme.... 
       Down the road they went and soon LIGHTNING, SCOTSMAN and CINDERS found 
the hole in the fence and on into the inviting bush...... they were soon followed by a 
motley group of wine experts and would be politicians including BUNNY TRAPPER, 
KING ARTHUR and IRISH CONNECTION, who has a special  day in March named 
after him every year. 
    The sight of a wide straight trail caused  SUPERGLUE, WITCHS TIT and YOUR 
CHOICE.... such a democratic name ......to run past the first check and on several 
hundred metres in the wrong direction. Passing through the glorious Bridal Trails a 
certain Hashman was heard to say, he would never marry again and  many envious 
looks were noticed. 
    There were several substantial river crossings and LAST CARD 
LIVINGSTONE LOUIS managed these without even removing his running shoes 
,,,,such an adventurer... 
      CAREFREE, SWAMPY and JACK THE RIPPER were heard to be discussing their 
next swim in Morocco and felt eager to tackle the camels there and DARWIN DON was 
telling FRENCHIE about his big 87th birthday bash on Friday. 
    On reaching St Ives Showground several very old and decrepit homeless types were 
setting up camp and now we know where EX Hashmen spend their days. 
     The run home was quite easy until JOCK,  PAY_LING and FURKHAND nearly 
became target practise after being lost near the shooting club ..........while KITTY 
LITTER struggled home in the darkness slowed down by the weight of his numerous 
medals. 
      Back at the bucket and dinner, it was a glorious night under the beautiful Oak Tree 
... much nicer than Neutral Bay and with more attractive humour and maybe less 
desperates. 
     We were all surprised by the exotic Chinese Banquet and LARRY ADLER who had no 
phone calls and HANOI BILL enjoyed the meal and fresh fruit salad........... 
      Grape tried to make damper with some flour .....SMILEY’S son Christopher smiled 
even more than him ........FURKHAND’S son nearly kept up with his dad and E SHIT 
attempted to tell us about going down with Glenda ......PEE DUB practised his Four 
Wheel Driving for his big trip next week ........and the Hares CHASTITY and CAPTAIN 
BLIGH with the help of a great committee excelled themselves once more..under the 
stars.....ON  ON  



 


